Significance of portal hemodynamic investigation in prediction of hepatic functional reserve in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma undergoing operative treatment.
To evaluate clinical significance of portal hemodynamic investigation in prediction of hepatic functional reserve in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma undergoing operative treatment. By using the color Doppler velocity profile technique, preoperative portal hemodynamic status was assessed in 29 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma treated surgically, including 15 segmentectomies, 6 hemihepatectomies and 8 transarterial chemoembolizations. Forty-six normal volunteers were taken as control. Comparison of preoperative portal hemodynamics between patients recovering from operation smoothly (tolerant subgroup) and those with major complications or death (intolerant subgroup) was done, and discriminant analysis was employed to identify the cut-off value for significant parameters that maximally separate the tolerant subgroup from the intolerant subgroup. In the portal trunk, CSVmax (maximum cross-sectional mean velocity) was significantly lower in the hepatocellular carcinoma group compared with the normal group (P < 0.01); flow volume was not obviously different between the two groups; congestion index was markedly higher in the hepatocellular carcinoma group than that of the normal group (P < 0.05). In the splenic vein, CSVmax and congestion index was not obviously different between the hepatocellular carcinoma and the normal groups; flow volume was significantly higher in the hepatocellular carcinoma group than that of the normal group (P < 0.05). In the hepatocellular carcinomas, twenty-three patients recovered smoothly from the operation and the remaining 6 had severe complications or death. Tolerant subgroup had a significantly higher preoperative CSVmax and flow volume and lower congestion index of the portal trunk compared with the intolerant subgroup (all P < 0.01). Discriminant analysis revealed that portal trunk CSVmax > 13.50 cm/s and flow volume > 12.13 mL/min/kg could predict tolerance for surgery, with an accuracy of 82.7% and 89.7%, respectively. The results suggest that preoperative portal hemodynamic status in hepatocellular carcinomas had a close correlation with hepatic functional reserve, and CSVmax and flow volume of portal trunk might become valuable predictive parameters.